3 Remote Desktop Factors
That Contribute to System
Administration Chaos
How remote desktop management helps sysadmins service
users efficiently and securely
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help users with their problems no matter where they are in the world. On
with. For a single session, it is just a matter of using the right protocol
gain access to the system. But as sysadmins scale their efforts across
different types of IT assets, various connection protocols, numerous users
and different business groups or customer environments, the difficulty of
securely managing credentials and configuring connections for each user
situation starts to rear its head.
When IT groups manually manage connections, it doesn’t take long before
the number of passwords and configuration settings fosters chaos that
quickly overwhelms teams. Problems typically crop up on three major fronts.

3 Remote Desktop Factors That Contribute to System Administration Chaos

Factor 1: Fragmentation adds complexity

Every user system has its own unique set of configuration requirements based on network policies, remote
access tools, system protocols and credential information. At scale it becomes very difficult for the IT group to
manage and share all of that connection and credential information.
Ideally, when IT admins need to complete a task, they should be able to quickly access each system involved
without jumping through a lot of hoops. However, as things stand, many organizations rely on a complex
mishmash of Excel spreadsheets and Word documents to keep track of relevant connection information. With
manual approaches like this, administrators struggle to keep track of new machines and establish a single
source of truth for up-to-date server, connection and credential information. This means that every time they
touch a new system remotely, sysadmins must do legwork to look up credential information and take multiple
steps to log in.

Factor 2: Lack of user management heightens risks

Not only does this kind of manual tracking introduce complexity to a sysadmin’s job, it also brings a lot of risk
to the table. The lack of automated controls over passwords, credentials and system privileges adds needless
risk to the remote connection process.
From both a regulatory and risk management perspective, IT groups need a way to give admins access
without ever exposing user credentials during the process. What’s more, organizations need to be able to
manage privileges so not every sysadmin can necessarily access every single system in the environment.
This requires security controls that can limit a sysadmin group’s privileges based on the sensitivity of the
system in question.
A manual process doesn’t give the control necessary to manage risk across a large inventory of systems
or a varied customer base. Additionally, configuring sessions on an ad hoc basis establishes a lack of
reproducibility in configuration standards. This adds a greater probability of misconfigurations appearing in
an environment that could potentially be leveraged by attackers.

Factor 3: Manual configuration kills productivity

At the end of the day, the complexity of manually managing so many different connection variables eats into
a sysadmin’s daily working hours. Sysadmins and other IT pros need to establish remote connections over
and over again throughout the day. If they need to enter an IP address, retrieve connection settings, start an
instance of Remote Desktop Protocol or otherwise configure a session every time they work on a new task,
the administrative overhead stacks up quickly.
This poses a huge drain on productivity that can ultimately impact a department’s bottom line.

Controlling the chaos with Remote Desktop Manager

IT teams need a way to control the chaos on all of these fronts. They need a system that can help centralize
configuration and connection information, manage user credentials without exposing passwords and
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provide a single pane of glass that doesn’t require a ton of rote administrative tasks just to establish a
connection. Administrators need it to scale across hundreds of different types of connections, with widescale interoperability and technology agnosticism. And they need a clear audit trail to prove the security of
connections to customers and regulators.
Devolutions Remote Desktop Manager (RDM) does all of these things. It’s an elegant and efficient system
that saves remote connections, passwords and related documents in a single, secure platform.
The centralization of data makes it easy to add, edit, delete, share, organize and find remote connections and
credentials. It’s paired with an intuitive interface that can serve as an admin’s Swiss Army knife for remote
access. It offers more than 160 integrated technologies and protocols, including add-ons that support more
than 25 types of virtual private networks (VPNs).
Most important, the connectivity is managed securely. IT teams can easily integrate existing password
managers directly into RDM. The platform is designed so sysadmins are never given access directly to users’
credential information. What’s more, privileges are managed through permissions rules and security groups
for ultimate flexibility. This creates the necessary separation of duties to protect sensitive data and comply
with data security regulations.

Devolutions helps customers defeat the three factors

Devolutions helps a wide range of organizations control IT chaos by beating the major remote connection
factors that contribute to it. Here’s how RDM has helped IT professionals at GolfNow, Siemens Building
Technologies and EchoStar, in their own words:
On Complexity: “I am routinely going into 20 to 30 machines per day at a minimum. If I had to stop and look
up the server address, my credential information, my VPN information, open the VPN, open the machine
and type in my credentials, I wouldn’t be able to function or produce the level of work I am today.” – Justin
Azevedo, data services manager, GolfNow
On Security: “A big win is that we can now securely manage our connections and credentials in a way that
is easy to update, easy to share and easy to protect. It is also incredibly easy now to add access for a new
technician to a certain scope of connections and/or credentials, just by proper placement in AD groups. No
more emailing connections or storing them in a network location, no more texting credentials and so on.” –
Eric Olmstead, building automation senior programmer, Siemens Building Technologies
On Productivity: “In my 20 years as an admin, I’ve worked across multiple types of network hardware
interfaces, as well as operating systems. Each of them needs to be accessed by one tool or another. But
with RDM, I can get my work done by using just one tool! RDM truly is one console for all of my remote
administrative needs.” – David Sechler, staff specialist, systems/network, EchoStar
To learn more about Devolutions Remote Desktop Manager and
how it can help your organization boost productivity and increase security around users,
please visit https://remotedesktopmanager.com.
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